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3

It

is

enthusiasm

sciences.

well

documented

displayed

by

that

most

there

high

is

school

a

general

students

lack

towards

of

the

Questions such as "Why are we studying this, I'll never

use it?", "This is boring.", and "How does this relate to the real
world?" are common in the classroom.

This study seeks answers to

why so many students feel this way, what has been done to improve
student attitudes and interest,

and includes recommendations to

improve high school science education, particularly in physics.
Even

though

a

student

may

excel

in

a

particular

science,

receiving high marks, it does not necessarily mean that he or she

is enjoying or appreciating the subject.

Amalie Frischnecht found

that many of her "A" students considered the subject boring and
disjointed from the real world.

They often disheartedly inquired

"When will I ever use this again?" (1988). This is not unique to
her students.

"Many recent studies have documented the decline in

scientific interest and understanding among people of all ages in
the U.S." (Sprott, April 1991). It has become evident that the need

for a change is long overdue.
world

surveys

of

science

America ranks among the lowest in

and

math

Although some countries may not
students,

thus

making America

problem?
around?

(Begley,

1990).

include as wide a diversity of

appear

improvements could still be made.

literacy

worse

than

it

really

is,

What can be done to change this

What ways are available to turn around this situation

The first prerequisite is to increase interest among students
and instill in them the desire to learn the subject matter.

The

curriculum needs to cover material interesting to the students.
"Children are natural observers, collectors, and categorizers" who
come to us demanding "How" and "Why" to many situations" (Begley,
1990).

Teachers need to utilize, not stifle, children's natural

desire to discover answers.

One solution is to use the real-world

as a basis for the curriculum and not isolate learning within the
boundaries of the classroom.

If one uses the natural world, then

possibly the students will no longer ask how it applies or why it
is

important.

Consequently,

the

material

will

now have

more

meaning to the learners because it is made relevant to their lives.

Another

way

to

increase

interest

students in the learning process.

is

to

actively

involve

Encourage them to ask "Why?" and

then let them offer their own solutions to the questions.

The

learning is usually stagnant and dry when the student is just a
passive

recipient

knowledge.

of

information,

instead

of

a

discoverer

of

Robert Hunt (1989) encourages students to use their own

intuition to answer questions
These students

are

given

a

like

"How does

familiar,

a bicycle work?"

real-life

application

and

encouraged to use their own thinking processes to find solutions.

Jose Aguirre contends that "It is important for physics teachers to
identify and be aware of their students' physics intuition, since

there

is

evidence

that

intuitive

knowledge

structure of formal knowledge" (1988).
are

only

going

to

be

able

to

learn

impinges

In other words,
concrete

upon

the

students

formulas

and

fundamental

concepts

if

they have

phenomena on which to build.

some

prior

knowledge

of

the

If there is nothing in the brain to

attach this new information to, it will seem useless, trivial, and
unimportant to the student.

When the students can see and use

something which they are familiar with, they see its relevance, and
therefore their motivation increases.

W. Roth (1991)

found that

using real-world problems in the laboratory motivated his pupils to
learn the material.

Hence, not only did they enjoy learning, but

they are also more likely to remember it longer because they see

how it applies to the world in which they live.
The textbook is often a problem.

Generally these books are

taken as an outlined, rigid way of teaching, which many teachers
feel

must

be

followed.

In

many

presented straight from the book.

classrooms

the

material

is

This is in direct contrast with

the methods eluded to above which suggest that the student's own

intuition should be used in the educational process.

Even worse

than just teaching from the text book is that sometimes the book is

incorrect, yet the students are required to learn what is in direct
contrast with their own intuition and also wrong.
conducted on

fifth grade textbooks,

it was

In

a study

discovered that the

concept of acceleration was improperly presented in one of them.

In the study Marvin DeJong proclaimed, "Surely it would be better
to

appeal

to

the

student's

own

intuitive

feelings

acceleration than to give an incorrect definition."
encourages

teachers

to

utilize

students'

own

about

(1988).

experiences

He
with

falling objects, vehicle travel, and their bicycles to learn what
is really meant by acceleration.

There

is

another

corollary

problem

with

straight from the book and only from the book.

courses

taught

Students in such

classes are only provided with the perception of the book.

text may not

provide

applications which tie

the

The

material

into

something the students can relate.

One study (Tobin, 1989) found

that many teachers teach only the

facts which are

without any application to daily life.

in the book

One would suspect students

in such classes to be apathetic toward their science classes.

They

will probably be low achieving due to the primarily theoretical
nature

of

the

experiences.

course

which

does

not

seem

to

apply

to

their

It is no wonder that students are uninterested in

science when it is taught as a disjoint set of facts, separate from
the

world

around

them.

Researchers

involved

in

the

Search

for

Excellence research at the University of Iowa found that the most
successful teachers in Western Australia were highly knowledgeable

in their fields and stressed how concepts related to and applied to
the real world of their students (Tobin, 1989).

Many agree that in order to successfully teach students about

science, one needs to somehow incorporate real-world applications
in the teaching strategies.

However, educators have not arrived at

a consensus on the best way to achieve this goal.

Two of the

strongest schools of thought are debating over the "best" way to
teach.

The

traditional

first

is

primarily

method

of

teaching

Application."

The

an

extended

called

second

"Science/Technology/Society" (STS) movement.

version

"Basic
is

of

Science
called

the

with
the

Basic Science is a curriculum developed around
- a carefully sequenced study of the basic
concepts, models,
and theories of science
studied over several years, with students
being motivated by appropriate and interesting
applications (Aldridge, 1991).

This

method

develops

and

utilizes

skills

in

students

such

as

observing, classifying, measuring, interpreting, creating models,

and communicating these findings.

It asserts that pupils will be

able to explain situations in the real world by

laws,

theories,

applying basic

and principles learned in the course.

Aldridge

agrees that the traditional way of teaching science is "defective"
because of student outcomes and needs to change.

The National Science Teacher Association (NSTA) has two reform

programs aimed at this task.

They are designed to teach concepts

and then to apply them to real-world experiences through laboratory

practices.

Aldridge agrees that some issues in society can be used

as examples for this part of the curriculum.

However, he claims

that

cannot

the

reverse

explain science.

is

not

true;

applications

be

used

He feels that opinion, belief, and culture only

bias the rigid structure of what he considers science to be.
on the

research,

to

one

could

assume

that Basic

Science

Based

does

not

encourage the use of intuition (Aldridge, 1991).
Robert

Yager,

a

major

supporter

of

the

STS

approach,

criticizes Basic Science from the perspective that it is a method
which only identifies basic concepts of science, strict processes,
and certain measurable products.

greater depth of

The students then attempt to seek

understanding through laboratory "experiments"

designed primarily to verify what the teacher has already told them

in class.

Finally,

pupils

"apply"

this

skill

designed problem which is isolated in the lab.

to

a carefully

Yager believes that

this method does not teach students the true nature of science.

He

states that science does not always yield a simple, already known

solution (Yager, 1991).

STS is defined "as the teaching and learning of science in the
context of human experience" (Yager, 1991).

This approach focuses

on using the students' natural inquisitive nature about the world
around them to discuss scientific concepts.
to

teach

science

as

a

discipline

which

Supporters of STS seek
starts

outside

of

the

classroom and is brought into the classroom to be discussed and
expanded upon,

not the reverse.

STS incorporates the impact of

technology on the individual's life as well as
utilizing

the

media

while

at

the

same

questions about how the material applies.
students

are

concepts

(see

more

effective

figure

1),

than

time

thereby

overcoming

those

Research shows that STS

traditional

developing

society,

students

scientific

at using

attitudes

which

improve over time instead of being stifled, and increase student

creativity (Yager, 1992).

Also, their understanding

and retention

of basic concepts is increased and can be transferred and applied

to the world more effectively than their contemporaries in Basic
Science can.

STS strives to make learning more meaningful because solutions

are sought to real problems,

instead of artificial labs designed

only to verify already accepted solutions to questions.

George G. Simpson identifies three basic elements which are

frequently lacking in most K-12 science programs as well as college
science classes.
1)

They are:

asking questions (about the world around
them),

2) forming explanations, and
3) devising and carrying out tests to validate
their own explanations (in contrast to
verification-type labs found more than 90
percent of the time.) (Yager, 1991)

These

ingredients

are

the

backbone

of

the

STS

program.

In

addition, STS ardently supports having students learn all of the

"crucial" concepts presented in the traditional setting (Yager,
1991) .

Aldridge is not comfortable with STS because he cannot find a
clean,

precise,

reading,

he

clear-cut

has

definition

attempted

to

of

piece

what

it

together

is.

From

the

his

following

definition:

STS

is

a

new

approach

to

teaching

science

where technology provides a tie to current
problems (which) involve real-life situations

(and) decision making.
STS aims to integrate
science and technology (1991).

Aldridge continues to describe STS as a program which has no preset
curriculum

or

framework.

He

feels

that

STS

is

too

loosely

structured for consideration as an actual "hard science" tool.

method

lacks

general

uniformity

because

it

fluctuations based upon one's local region or area.

is

subject

The

to

This may limit

a student's learning to only that which is found in his or her

local geography.
concepts

of

compromised.

a

According to Aldridge, some of the fundamental

traditional

science

curriculum could therefore be

Furthermore, he questions how concepts will be taught

which have few or limited application (Aldridge,

1991).

On the

other hand, one has to question whether concepts with little to no

real applications are important to teach to students sacrificing
time which could be spent on concepts that do.
Figure 2 further contrasts STS with traditional programs.

It

highlights differences between desired and actual goals achieved
between the

two.

In light of these two different approaches, science educators
were asked to submit their feelings and comments on the two.
responses were evenly divided.

The

Supporters of STS felt that the

time has come to try anything, as long as it is different than the
current method, because of the declining interest and achievement

in the
change.

field.

Even Aldridge

agrees

that the

"old"

way

needs

Others felt that STS deserved a chance because there is

"insufficient evidence"

to discredit

it.

One writer supported

earlier findings by stating that:
There

is

a

need

for

basic

science

but

secondary students envision science as cold
and hard to understand.
STS gives more
meaning to science [and] technology in the
student's everyday life.
Basic science still drew about half of the support.

However,

most of the comments belittled the STS program without providing a
defense for the Basic Science approach.

Those that supported Basic

Science agreed with the need to incorporate real applications into

the

traditional

contributes,

program

"Basic

outside world."

if

science

it

is

can

and

to

succeed.

should

be

One

related

writer
to

the

While another even rebukes Aldridge's condemnation

of STS saying, "Aldridge should not throw the baby out with the STS
8

bathwater."

He

respects

the

mission

of

STS

to

make

science

relevant and meaningful to the student ("Update...," 1991).

After studying the arguments for both sides and the philosophy
motivating them, one can see both pro's and con's to each method.

Basic Science does provide a logical, easy to follow curriculum
which is organized and builds upon itself throughout the course of
an instructional period and school year.
methodical, progressive process.

Often,

science

is a

However, this approach is often

dry and boring to students and educators alike, which inhibits the

enthusiasm to learn or to teach.
students

over

the

period

and

Basic concepts are drilled into

then,

if

there

is

time,

a

brief

example may be mentioned of how this package of formulas applies to

something in the real world.

Granted, follow-up application is a

productive reinforcement strategy, but it is not always the most
interesting.

Unfortunately,

many

of

the

students

have

been

struggling to keep focused and remember the information without
much more motivation that

"it will

be on the

test and I

have to

know it."

Another problem facing educational reform is that many people
are often afraid to try something new.

tradition,
these

I can't change it."

teachers

teach

just

the

The attitude is,

Yager (1991)
way

that

says that many of

they

professors who had also been taught that way.

"It's

were

taught

by

It is easy to see

how many feel that there is only one right way; it is seemingly the

only choice because they have never been exposed to alternatives.
In addition, Americans are generally conservative when it comes to

educational reform.

Therefore, there will be strong supporters of

Basic Science for no more logical reason than its likeness to the
traditional method.

Unfortunately, America is falling behind in world-wide markets

in some technological fields.
this.

Something needs to be done to change

Many physicists and engineers:
"cannot (or do not) use the information and
skills they learned in their classes in the
world outside their specialization.
Recent
studies ...reveal that they are unable to
work"
until they first receive a lot of onthe-job training (Yager, 1991).

Furthermore, most of these students see science study unrelated to

the work place.

and

their

They see few relationships between the classroom

jobs

(Yager,

1992).

Realize

that

these

are

the

scientifically elite who also need to be told what to do because
they are unable to apply the classroom and laboratory knowledge to
their fields.

On the other hand, STS is not a perfect strategy either.

One

can agree with supporters of Basic Science that STS could be too
loosely structured and therefore concepts are learned on a hit and

miss schedule.

Secondly, one cannot extrapolate concepts which are

not present in a given situation, nor would it be easy to explain

basic

concepts

teacher

could

interwoven
choose

in

topics

complex
which

application.

would

understanding of the "necessary" concepts.
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produce

However,
knowledge

a

and

Another

condition

is

that

science education (Yager, 1992).

STS

is

a

rather

new movement

in

Quite often "guinea pigs" are the

target of skepticism without judging the merits of the program
first.

This approach has some positive attributes to offer, such

as being timely, meaningful, and interesting to students as well as
teachers.

The news is often filled with stories like Chernoble,

solar power, diseases, and plane crashes.

like new

aerodynamic

designs,

space

Technological advances

travel,

and

compact

disk

players will capture a student's interest from the beginning and
throughout the unit of study, unlike the traditional approach which
teaches seemingly unimportant theories until the end of the lesson

when,

finally,

the

student

is

informed how the

information

is

relevant.

It seems that one of these methods offers more benefits than

the other.

STS offers a way to interest and motivate students, as

well as help them become better at transferring their knowledge to

new

situations

beyond

the

classroom

far

more

efficiently

and

successfully than the Basic Science courses, even with application
attached.

Furthermore, no matter which approach is utilized by an

instructor, conceptual development is about the same for students
(Yager, 1992).

However, educators are not limited to only these two choices.
Just as the forefathers of education had more than one choice, so

do present day teachers.
to

harvest

organization,

the

A compromise is suggested which is able

beneficial

as well

aspects

of

as motivation and

real-life examples.

11

both;

structure

and

interest stemming from

This paper offers an approach which uses selected real-life
situations, applications, and events to begin the lessons and then
to

derive

the

experience,

concepts

and

prior

involved

using

knowledge.

students'

Facilitating

intuition,

and

guiding

questions is expected to motivate the learner by using meaningful
applications,
process.

as well as actively engaging them in the thinking

While this method resembles STS it does not demand that

all issues have a strong impact in society.

Unlike the traditional

approach, this one begins with the application instead of ending
with it.

One writer contributes:

"The relevance of physics is not usually
obvious to our students.
It is necessary to
make

the

connections

equations
and
the
classrooms as often

between

the

textbook

world
outside
of
our
as possible." (Nalence,

1988) .

Research supports this point of view.

However, rather that just

making the connection after the lecture, why not begin there in the

first place and make the time spent during the
meaningful?

lecture equally

Nalence adds that by relating to the real world, "you

cause the data to go beyond basic concepts" and have more meaning
to the pupils (1988).

This project includes some examples of how one can begin with
these applications and end up with solid physics concepts.

The

lessons include topics such as Joints in Bridges, Air Plane Wings,
and Eye Glasses which were piloted during the research.
Hot

Water

Heaters

and

Balloons

located in Appendix A.
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which

were

not

Lessons on

tested

and

are

JOINTS

IN

BRIDGES

Linear Expansion - Part 1
Application Question:
Teacher (T):

T:

Why are there "fingers" or joints in bridges?

Guide student responses to deduce that it is because the bridge

material somehow expands.

T:

T:

Asks students to discuss consequences of the expansion: «
1.

Buckling surfaces

2.

Pot holes

3.

Rougher rides

4.

Higher gas tax to cover the expense of maintenance.

So now that we know why we have these joints in the bridges,

how far apart should we make them?

T:

First of all, do you notice a time in the year when the joints

have smaller gaps or larger ones?

(See if anyone notes that the gaps are bigger in the winter.
If not, then just proceed with the questioning.)

T:

What could be the factors affecting expansion?

(Get student guesses)
Student (S):

1.

Temperature change
13

T:

2.

The material

3.

How much "stuff" you had to start with

4.

other?

Repeat the factors, explaining them and assigning the following

symbols next to these suggestions:
1.

2.

£t

alpha (a constant for the material

just like specific

heat) ° ol

Demo #1:

Heating a bi-metallic strip and observing the effect

of different expansion rates for different materials.
This will reinforce how much of a difference in outcome

is attained by different materials.
3.

L (the original length).

4.

Point out any other guesses as possible minor factors, or

show/explain how they are not factors.

T:

Ask them if each factor is a direct or inverse change/effect.

(All

are

direct

and

will

therefore

be

in

the

numerator

of

a

formula.)

T:

Begin writing the formula ^-L =

S:

Finish the formula as ^L = alpha L *-t.

The students have deduced the formula for linear expansion
themselves!

It should have more meaning to them because they went

through the thinking process to come up with the elements.
S:

Open books, if not already open, and check the formula so that

it reinforces that they are "right."
14

S:

Find a chart with the coefficients of linear expansion and have

them calculate how large of a gap there should be for a typical 400
m concrete bridge in our area (temperature fluctuations from -10
degrees Celsius to 40 degrees C).

Consider another example, kilometers of steel railroad track.
T:

What would happen if there were no spaces left between the

beams of

track?

S:

Expansion, higher pressure, buckling, and possible derailment.

S:

Calculate how much space should be left for each kilometer of

track. (Approximately 15 cm/km.)

T:

Stress that although this is not a very large amount, trying to

cram an extra 15 cm of track into the given distance could cause
problems.

S:

Calculate the gap size between sections if each section is 10

meters long.

T:

Refer back to the bimetallic strip:

If

you

have

not

application of this.

already

done

so,

ask

about

a

practical

See if they know how household thermostats

function.

See if they can explain how this could be used for both an
automatic switch for a

furnace and an air conditioner.

Have them draw a design.

15

Volume Expansion - Part 2

Application problem:

T:

You are trying to get the lid off of a Mason canning jar.

is stuck.

It

What can you do to try to loosen the lid?

(Many students have probably tried to loosen the seal by running it
under hot water.

However,

they probably do not know why this

method works.)

Demo #2:

Slide the cool ball through the cool ring, showing that

they are a tight, but easy fit.
Heat the ring and show that it will no longer slide through.

T&S:

T:

Discuss why it will not fit anymore.

Lead into deriving the formula for volume expansion.

expansion

may

still

be

on

the

chalk

board

so

have

Linear
students

hypothesis how that formula could be changed.

T:

Temp, substance, and original amount of "stuff" are still the

factors.

However, instead of L we have V (volume) and for alpha we

have expansion in three directions (l,w,h) so it is 3 times alpha,
or beta.

S:

Write the formula for volume expansion.

Car application:
Most

repair.

students

Quite

have

often

old

the

cars

that

nuts

and

together.
16

are

in

bolts

constant

have

states

become

of

rusted

T:

The fit is obviously too tight now to get them apart.

students suggest a solution.

T:

Have

(Apply heat)

Emphasize that they could apply heat on the most effective

part, the nut - refer to ball and ring; heating the ring expands

the hole, heating the ball makes it a tighter fit.

Another follow up application, Thermometers:
T:

Pass some around the room to stimulate the visual

S:

Given that there is 1 ml (1 cmA3) of Hg in the ball, calculate

the expansion in an oral thermometer.

senses.

Temperature change from 30

degrees C to 40.

The answer should be quite small yet the thermometers are 4 to

6 inches long.

T:

Ask how it spans over that length.

Discuss tube

size and how all

of

the expansion

is

in

one

direction because you have restricted the other two dimensions by
the perimeter of the tube.

T:

Lead to comparison of alcohol and Hz thermometers and the size

of their tubes.

(Alcohol ones have bigger diameters so that they

can still be the same length.)
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AIR PLANE

WINGS

Introduction:
T:

Who has

ever flown before?

History:

Air

transportation

transportation network.

has

become

a

vital

part

of

our

However, what we now take as an everyday

occurrence was just a dream less than 100 years ago.

Air travel is

primarily a 20th century creation, beginning at Kitty Hawk, CS.
The first planes were merely gliders; a set of wings designed
to keep a body afloat.

How is it that these inventors came up with

the "Wright" design for the wings?
T:

Let's go back and retrace what could have been the footsteps of

some of these inventors who hoped of one day flying.

Medium of Travel; Air
T:

What is air?

T:

How does

S:

(Allow free responses)

T:

First

properties.

S:

it behave?

of

all,

air

is

fluid.

As

a

fluid,

it has

certain

Let's list what we know about fluids:

(solicit free and open responses in addition to the above)
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T&S: Let's look up the definition of a "fluid."

"A fluid is something that can flow and that can exert a force or
pressure

at

right

angles

tangential." - Hgt and Hag,

T:

to

its

surface,

but

not

parallel

or

3rd Ed. p. 362

Explain and clarify the definition with the following analogy:
Consider ourselves, even though we are not fluids, we, too,

can exert a force perpendicular to a surface.
narrow hallway,

Imagine being in a

put you arms out to the side so that they are

pushing on both walls.

Are you exerting a force perpendicular to

the surface?
S:

Yes.

T:

Are you able to push or pull along the length of the walls?

S:

No.

T:

Therefore, we can study this example:

How well do you think you can push on the wall?

Pretty well,

correct?

T:

Imagine that you start to walk.

Are you able to push as hard

on the surface as before?
S:

T:

No.

Have we discovered any property about moving fluids? (Don't

dwell on it yet, just get them thinking.)
T:

Walk faster.

Are you able to push as hard as when you were

walking?
S:

T:

Should realize

Therefore,

"no."

what happens to the pressure on the wall as our

velocity increases?

(inverse relationship, v up => P down)

Relating the pressures we get:

P
19

> P.

> P,

r t4.

T:

Let's relate this back to a wing.

it is moving through the fluid.
frames of reference,

past the wings.

we will

When a plane is in flight

Remembering back to chapter 12 on

just consider the air to be moving

As the plane goes faster, what can you say about

the moving fluid?

As the velocity increases, what do you expect to happen to the
pressure exerted on the wing?

(go down, decrease)

Bernoulli's Principle:

T:

We have just discovered something called Bernoulli's Principle.

Formally

stated

it

says:

"If

the

speed

of

a

fluid

particle

increases as it travels along a streamline (air across wings), then
the pressure of the fluid must decrease, and conversely."

Ways to increase velocity:

T:

Knowing that,

how can we increase the v of a fluid and thus

reduce the pressure on the surface?

S:

T:

(Encourage responses)

1.

Obviously, go faster

2.

What would happen if there was a fire

and we all had to

get out of a big door, how fast would you have to go compared to if
we had a narrow door in the same amount of time?

A smaller passage way will increase the velocity.
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.... Conclusion:

Demo:

Show the Physics video on the Venturi meter.

T:

The same amount of fluid travels through the pipe but the pipe

gets smaller so what has to happen to the speed?

Therefore what

happens to the pressure?
S:

(answers)

Post-video discussion:

T:

Let's review balanced and unbalanced forces.

What happens if

the forces are balanced?

S:

No change in movement.

T:

Unbalanced?

S:

Movement.

T:

This pressure is a force over a given area,

wings.

in this case the

Obviously, in order to fly we need to combat the force of

gravity so we need an (unbalanced) force in which direction? (up)
T:

Draw a rough diagram of this so they can see the unbalanced

force.

T:

How can we get this unbalanced force,

we only have air and

gravity wants to pull us down, not help us fly?
S:

v top > v bottom on wing.

T:

But how?

Consider if you had to get to the other end of the

room in 10 seconds.

How fast would you need to go?

Compare that to if you still only had 10 seconds but had to
get to the other end of the hall.

S:

Obviously No.
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Would your speed be the same?

T:

What am I getting at?

How does the distance needed to be

traveled affect how fast you must go?
S:

(summarize)

T:

Let's tie all of this into a wing:

1.

Air is a fluid which travels above and below the wing.

2.

The

faster

a

fluid

flows,

the

less

pressure

it

exerts

perpendicularly to its direction of travel.

3.

We need a net force upward on our wings.

4.

The pressure needs to be less above than below.

5.

The air need to go faster on top, then.

6.

How can we make the air go faster on top?

S:

Affect the distance by making it a greater distance on the top.

S:

Draw a sketch of how this could look in their notes.

S:

Offer examples.

T:

Emphasize

the

"excellent

engineering"

in

the

appropriate

designs.

S:

Explain why and how they came up with their designs.

Changing altitude:

T:

How can a pilot change altitude?

In light of the wings,
higher?

T:

what must happen in order to go up

(Focus on the flaps)

Show the Physics video on this.
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Conclusion:

The importance of air travel, how much faith we have in it, how to
design a wing.

Recent news piece:
T:

How is it that ice could be the cause of the airplane crash at

La Giardia airport at the end of March, 1992?

T:

Not only could they bind up

the

flaps,

but consider wing

design.

S:

Have them suggest where the ice would cause a problem.

PART

2

New twist:

T:

Considering everything I have told you,

I haven't told you the

whole story.

T:

Why is it that airplanes can also fly upside down?

T:

Is Bernoulli wrong?

Of course not, but there must be more to

it than just this shape.

Hand out the window:

T:

Who has ever stuck their hand out of a moving car?
Explain what happens.

Does your hand always stay at the same

altitude or does it go up and down?
S:

(Respond)

T:

What causes you hand to go up, often with such force that you

smash your forearm into the top of the door?
S:

Angle of attack.
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T:

Apply this to your wings.

How should they be tilted for normal (right-side-up) flying?
S:

T:

(responses)

Back to the original question, how can a plane fly upside-down?

(Give students time to draw possible examples as you go around the
room to monitor their understanding.)

S:

Let class volunteers share their ideas.

T:

Conclusion: Keep the nose at a higher altitude than the tail so

that the wind will provide that upward thrust.

In-class Quiz:

Explain to them roughly what a boomerang is, then have them
explain how to shape the wood so that it works.

*For further consideration, the whole field of aerodynamics and the
auto industry is available.
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EYE GLAS.SES

Concept to application

Convex

Lenses

T:

Draw a

convex

lens

on the board.

T:

Draw incoming parallel rays of light.

T:

Ask students what will happen to the rays when they enter the
glass lens.

S:

The

media

is

more

dense

than

air

so

it

will

bend

towards

the normal.

S:

Predict the behavior of the rays and where they will end up at.
Converge to a common point.

T:

Name that point of focus the "focal point."

T:

Have students define the focal length.

T&S:

Discuss how this changes with the thickness (convexity) of

the

lens.

T:

"The bigger the bulge, the bigger the bend."
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Concave

Lenses

(Also called divergent lenses)

T:

Draw a

T:

Sketch incoming parallel rays.

S:

Predict the results.

T:

Draw the diverging rays.

T&S:

concave

lens

on

the

board

Explain why this is also called a divergent lens.

T:

Extrapolate lines back to the focal point.

S:

Have students list the differences between these two types of

lenses.
1.

2.

3.

T:

Explain the difference between a real and virtual image and how

the different lenses produce the two.
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The Human Eye

T:

It is a flexible, self-adjusting convex lens.

T:

Draw

T:

Show the rays focusing on the retina (normal vision)

a

model.

Near sightedness:

The problem in focal length
How to correct it

Far sightedness

The problem in focal length
How to correct it
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EYE

GLASSES

Application to concept

Application Question:

T:

Why do people where glasses?

How is it that they help vision?

(Put this on the back burner for a little while to first talk
about the eye.)

The Human Eye

T:

It is a flexible, self-adjusting lens.

T:

Draw a diagram.

T:

Have students suggest how the light will behave when it enters

the

lens.

S:

T:

1.

Bend/refract

2.

Converge to a common point

Draw in a ray diagram for a normal eye.
Explain the features:
1.

Focal point (retina)

2.

Shape of the lens (convex)

3.

Focal length

4.

How these change by the contraction of the eye

T:

Near sightedness is

S:

Not being able to see things far away.
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T:

What happens in the eye to cause this?

S:

(responses)

T:

How can it be corrected?

S:

Glasses

T:

How should the

See

if

anyone

lens

in

look?

the class

is

near sighted and have them

describe the shape of their lens.

T:

Draw a diagram on the board.

T:

Show how the rays behave.

T:

Couple this with the poor eye picture to show that the two

together will focus on the retina.

T:

T&S:

Repeat for far sightedness.

Discuss the differences in the two corrective lenses.
1.

2.

3.
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Physics Quiz on Eye Glasses

For the following questions refer to diagram A
Diagram A

Name the parts
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

The above

7.

Explain three or more ways in which a concave lens differs from
a

8.

convex

lens

is

a

lens.

one.

A person cannot clearly see objects which are more than 10

meters

in front of him.

A.

Describe what the person's problem is.

B.

Suggest a remedy
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C.

Draw a diagram showing how your solution will solve the

problem.

9.

Explain how you can start a fire with a magnifying glass if you
have strong sunlight.

(Include a diagram)

10.

Draw a ray diagram for the following lens

11.

The building contractors did not put in a large enough header

beam above the window.

Now the weight of wall has bowed the 4 foot

tall window so that its center is 2 inches farther away from inside
than it should be.

A.

Describe what an inside observer would see looking out.

B.

Describe what an outside observer would see looking in.
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By the time that material expansion was scheduled into the

curriculum piloting research

had begun

in one of the physics

classes.

The "Joints in Bridges" lesson began with an open question to
students inquiring what makes materials expand.

given of the bi-metallic strip
class.

previously demonstrated in the

Students responded to the affects of expansion with the

following answers:
to

The example was

start with,

temperature, the material, the amount you have

and

a

fourth,

unrelated,

suggestion.

Students

volunteering all three was a fascinating experience, because it
validated

the

research

that

student

intuition

served

as

a

good

basis for generating concepts.

These responses were clarified and modified while also getting
students to expand their answers.

When the suggestion of expansion

being related to material was given, one of the students said, "Oh,

you mean like specific heat, which is different for each material
too."

How valuable

it was

to

allow

and encourage

students

to

utilize their own prior knowledge to help come up with the "new"

concept.

They had less inhibitions for this because they realized

that they understood it already.
To

derive

the

formula,

the

symbols

placed by the three respective components.

L,

AT,

and alpha

were

Students said how they

should be placed in the formula; either direct or indirect.

Example problems were done with railroad tracks and bridges,
as would have been done in a

Basic Science course.

Students were

asked what impact railroad track expansion would have if not for

these spacings.

They realized that expansion leads to buckling

which could cause trains to derail.
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When it came to generating the formula for volume expansion,
the students were probably better at making the transition than a

traditional pupil because they had created the linear expansion
formula in the first place, not the teacher or textbook.

In making that transition,

students realized that because

volume was now changing that a AV was the dependent variable, that
V replaced L, and that AT stayed.
some explanation on

Substituting beta for alpha took

behalf of the instructor who connected one

dimension to three and therefore beta equaled three alphas.

Students were then asked to calculate the expansion of mercury
in a thermometer and then that of alcohol.

Tube diameter was the

discovered reason why alcohol thermometers are not approximately
ten times as long as a mercury filled one.

The following day's board problem for the students gave the

bridge material,

length,

and temperature fluctuation.

They were

asked to find how large the gaps or joints should be for this
bridge.

Most were able to do so without any difficulties.

The real test of being able to generate formulas during the
quiz

on

formula

this

material.

for volume

Some

expansion;

students

could

forgetting

pitfall of many physics students.

not

formulas

remember

the

is a common

However, some of them retraced

the thought process that had taken place in class days earlier and
were able to not only get the formula but also correctly solve the

problem.

Research suggests that the approach of using intuition to

derive formulas helped some students achieve better on the quiz in
this material.

Class time also showed that students took an active part in

generating the concepts.

Not only did they respond, but they did
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so with enthusiasm when asked application questions like "So what
would happen if the engineers didn't leave enough space between the

rails?

Is this a serious problem?"

The expression on their faces

and feeling in their answers showed that they knew what was going
on, were interested in the material, and understood the value and

need to being able to solve problems like this, especially in the
Civil Engineering fields.
The lesson on air plane wings was presented to an "at risk"
physical

science

class.

The

discussion and development.

unit

took

two

days

of

in-class

As a follow-up activity the students

designed their own wings and built them out of standard toothpicks
and Elmer's glue.

Later they covered their wings with tissue paper

and tested them to see if lift was provided by their design in
front of

a

box

fan.

During the lesson, some students actively participated in the

development of the concepts.
any form of education.

However, some of them still resisted

In spite of this, it was observed that some

of the "borderline" students did participate more than usual.
cannot

determine

from

the

limited

research

if

the

method

One
of

presenting the lesson actually caused this change or if it is just
a correlation.

Further testing would be needed to confirm any

conclusions drawn from the pilot lesson.

A Basic Science approach could be attached to building the
wings after the class lessons were already presented.
so

first would

have

been

chaotic

and

fruitless.

To have done
This

example

supports later conclusions that often a mix of teaching methods
should be used.

However, continually referring to air planes and

flight throughout the entire lesson made the activities meaningful
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to

pupils,

keeping them focused on

a practical

application of

content of the discussion.

Further

research

on

using

applications

generates a number of responses.

to

J. Jewett

teach

(1988),

concepts

a physics

teacher, states that his students "are less afraid of [introductory

physics] and can see how it relates to their daily lives."

Another

teacher used a slot car track to find "spin-out velocity."

He

claims that some of his students were so enthusiastic that they

even tried it at home (Ziclo, 1988).

In other words, he was able

to

in

get

his

students

so

interested

the

material

that

they

repeated the application at home, which means that had to have

enjoyed the class and were now spending more time further studying
the concept.

One would seldomly expect to see a traditional

student with only concept instruction achieve such enthusiasm.
Another way to teach an application to concept approach class
is to center the entire curriculum around a specific theme.

This

central, unifying area could have enough application in it so that
the entire duration of the class is always tied into a unified

theme.

Richard Myers (1990) has integrated a number of physics

concepts

into

his

Oceanography

course.

These

students

are

particularly interested in the marine phenomena, yet are being
taught

many

physics

concepts

also.

This

occurs

through

the

applications which are already present in the basic course outline.

Figure 3 gives a brief course outline demonstrating how this is
achieved.

This

students

approach

study

is

similar

real-life

to

the

applications

fundamental physics involved.
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ones

and

included where

the

then

the

discover

Another problem faced by present day schooling is that not all
students

go

on

consequently,
positions.

to

higher

education

after

high

school

and,

are not even prepared for many basic entry-level

Schools have offered vocational training for years, yet

it is still not enough.

A program called Principles of Technology

was developed in Texas

in the mid 1980's to better prepare the

average and lower track students for the work force.

The program

is an applied physics course which uses real machinery and factory

applications so that these students are prepared to succeed in the
work field.

Of the forty-three schools which participated in the

piloting program,

content

was

ninety percent of the students felt that the

"probably

important

for

you

to

know"

concerning

realistic jobs which they may soon acquire (Roper, 1989).

mentioned earlier,

As was

even college graduates could benefit from a

course like this.

In conclusion, science education still has a long way to go if
The United States

learn more

is to have

about science,

classes which motivate

students to

help them to enjoy learning,

and to

provide them with a usable education; one which they can use in
everyday experiences.
be developed,

tested,

Programs such as STS should be encouraged to
and refined.

Teachers need to structure

their lesson plans around real-life applications,

in one way or

another, which the students have experience with so that the above
goals will be more easily met.

Hopefully physics education will someday have all of its
students defining "physics" in the same way that some application
to

concept

students

have.

They

say that,

"Now I know that

[physics] applies to everything we do," and that "Physics is —
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universal

laws

of

science

world." (Nevins, 1990).

more

interested

in

it

and

their

applications

in

the

real

These students appreciate physics and are

than

many

traditionally

taught

students

because they see and understand how it is relevant in the world
around them.

Future

intentions

developing

a

approach.

Granted,

are

curriculum

that

utilizing

this
the

project

will

application

continue,
to

concept

some fundamental concept may not be easily

found in realistic situations.

However, none of the above methods

will work under every condition all of the time; diverse methods

may

be

necessary.

If

the

theory

to

application

approach

is

utilized, an effort should be made to inform the students of the

eventual

outcome

and/or

result

of

the

lesson being

presented.

However, when possible, the alternate methods prove to have real

potential in increasing student attitudes and interest in addition
to achievement in science areas.
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Figure 1

Differences in Percentages of Student in Applying Science Concepts in New Situations
When Students are Taught from the Textbook and in an STS Framework
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CONTRASTS BETWEEN DESIRED AND ACTUAL CONDITIONS IN SCIENCE EDUCATION
TRADITIONAL

STS

Goals:

1.

2.

Human adaptation and alternative
futures emphasized.

1.

Dealing with societal problems and
issues as goals which creates a need
for learning science concepts.

2.

Minimal consideration given to

human adaptive capacities.

Marginal emphasis on current societal
problems and issues—and then only
as an after thought (i.e., if there is

any extra time at the end of a unit).
3.

3.

Inquiry processes unique to each
problem.

Inquiry skills, if present,
characteristic of a generalized model
of science (often follows the

direction-type activity).
4.

Decision-making using scientific
knowledge in social contexts.

4.

5.

Career awareness an integral part of
learning.

5.

Value, ethical, and moral dimensions
of problems and issues considered.

6.

Value-free interpretations of
discipline-bound problems.

Curriculum is problem-centered,
flexible, and culturally as well as
scientifically valid.

7.

Curriculum is textbook-centered,

8.

Humankind central.

8.

Humankind incidental.

9.

Multifaceted, including local and
community relevance.

9.

Textbook controlled; local relevance

Use of the natural environment,
community resources, and the
students themselves as foci of study.

10

6.

Uncovering a correct answer to
discipline-bound problems.
Minimal attention to careers; only

historical personages highlighted.

Curriculum:

7.

10.

inflexible; only scientific validity is
considered.

fortuitous.

Contrived materials, kits, and
classroom-bound resources; use of
hands-on materials — often only for
the sake of keeping students
involved.

11.

Information is in the context of the

11.

12.

Information is in the context of the

logic and structure of the discipline.

student as a person in a
cultural/social environment.

Portrays a more accurate view of the
nature of science by explicitly
making connections between science
and society (externalism) as well as
the isolated workings of science
(internalism).
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12.

Distorts the nature of science by

portraying science solely from an
internalist position.

Instruction:

13.

Student-centered.

13

Teacher-centered.

14.

Individualized and personalized,

14

Group instruction geared for the
average student and directed by the
organization of the textbook.

15

Some group work, primarily in

recognizing student diversity.
15.

Cooperative work on problems and

laboratory.

issues.

16.

Students are considered important

16

ingredients in instruction, i.e., active

Students seen as recipients of
instruction.

partners.

17.

Methodology based on current

17.

Weak psychological basis for

information and research in

instruction in the sciences;

developmental psychology involving

behavioristic orientation.

cognitive, affective, experiential, and
maturational studies.

18.

Teachers build on student
experiences, assuming that students
learn only from their own

18.

Teachers ignore students in terms of
what they might bring to the
instructional process; use of
information assumed to follow rote

experiences.

learning.
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ft. y
Table I. General outline of oceanography and corresponding
physics topics.

Oceanography Topics

Physics Topics

physical properties of

units, metric system,

sea water

conversion

Coriolis Force

frames of reference

ocean circulation

Newton's laws of motion

hydrostatic pressure
Pascal's Principle
wind-driven ocean circulation

vectors

Ekman spiral
geostrophic motion

uniform circular motion

thermohaline circulation

T-S diagrams

buoyancy
Archimedes' principle

waves

simple harmonic motion

friction

reflection and diffraction

tides

Newton's gravitation law
superposition principle
harmonic analysis

heat budget

laws of thermodynamics
heat transfer

electromagnetic spectrum
Planck's law

energy from the sea

heat engines
thermodynamic cycles

instrumentation

basic electricity, resistance

sedimentation

Stoke's law, friction

plate tectonics

magnetism, radioactivity

productivity

electromagnetic spectrum
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Appendix A

HOT

DAY

WATER

HEATER

1

(Before the end of one class, tell students to find out what they
can about their hot water heater; i.e. size? gas or electric?
energy rating? recycle time? major parts and how it works)
DAY

2

Introduction:

(Generate answers from students)
1. Why do we have hot water heaters in our homes? hot water

2. Societal/cultural value?
clothes,
convenience
over

regular bathing, clean dishes,
heating
a
pot
on
a
fire,

laundry....

After having this general understanding of uses, lets look
at how they work.
3.

What

was

found

out

at

home?

Give

students

a

minute

to

write down what they found out concerning the "day 1" questions.
Let students respond aloud with their findings. Get a feel of
whether there are more electric or gas heaters and then proceed
with a discovery of a drawing of such a heater through the
following questions:
I.

Shell

:

Q.

what's the outside made of?

A.

metal

Q. shape?

A. Cylinder
ELECTRIC...

II.

Input/Output
Q. Input?

A. 1. water pipe-cold
2. electric line/cord
Q. Output?
A. 1. water pipe-hot
2.

release valve

3. steam/exhaust pipe
III. What goes on inside?
Q. What makes the cold water heat up?

A. Electricity
Q.

How?

A.

By

converting

the

potential

energy

of

the

E

into

heat.

Q. How is this accomplished?
A. The coil acts as a resistor for the circuit which radiates
its heat to the water.

Q.

But how?

A.

Conduction.

Q. Would you want a small or big resistor?
A.

BIG

Q. Why?

A. big R => small current and high radiation.
RECAP:

Electricity

is used to

heat the

cold water through a

resistor called a coil or a radiator.
GAS:

by
no

Energy comes from
(potential) that is in the fuel
(burning it).
Unlike the electric heater, there is
(coil), instead there is a flame at the

(bottom) of the cylinder.

For output, an

,

(exhaust

pipe) has been added for the fumes.
DEMO/LAB

Heat a beaker of water with a small emersion heater (electric)
or bunsen burner (gas)and take temperatures at various depths to
see if we can "discover" the fluid flow.
Students

should

be

able

to

observe

a

current

of

warm

water

rising to the top of the beaker even if a temperature difference
can't be

detected.

DEFINITION of

CALORIE

1. How many grams of water do you have?

2. What is the overall average temperature change from
heating?
3. How many ml of water do you have?

4. Compute density:

5. Write a conceptual definition of density; don't just give
a formula. [ 1. Density is the amount of mass for each unit
of volume 2. Density is the ratio of mass to volume 3....]
6. A "calorie" is defined as the amount of energy needed to
raise the temperature of one ml of water one degree celsius.
How many calories were used to heat your water?
7. What happens to the water as it heats?
Do you notice a current flow as to heats?
In which direction?

8.

Explain

why

the

cold

water

is

at

the

bottom

of

heaters.

9. Explain where the hot output pipe should be based on your
observations.

10. How much electricity would it take to heat the same amount
of water the same number of degrees?
1

cal

=

1

J

.239

=

4.1860 J
cal

In dieting we count calories. Actually, that calorie is really
a kilocalorie (C). Therefore we are measuring 1000 calories, not
1

in food.

LAB

DISCUSSION

Cold water comes in at the top but the pipe travels to the
bottom where it is heated, rises, and is taken from the top as hot
water.

Q. What happens to the hot water if it is not used right away?
A. As it cools, it settles to the bottom of the tank where it
is heated more so that it rises again.
Q. Why does this cycle take place?
A. (see Hewitt's explanation discuss density of water based on
temperature.)
Q. Now that we understand how a heater works, how can we make

our picture more efficient?
A.

1.

Insulation

2.

?

Q.

Where should we insulate?

A.
Q.
A.
Q.

top, sides, bottom?
What materials would make good insulators?
fiber glass, cork,....
Why?

A.

conduction

Q. Poor insulators?
A. metal, ...
Q. Why?
A.

thermal conduction.

Q. Other than insulation, how else could we increase the
temperature and help it stay that way?
Look at the parts of our diagram. What have we not discussed?
A. The release valve for pressure/steam.
Q. How could raising the pressure make our heater more
efficient?
DEMO

Pressure cookers

-

see

attachment

Q. Why is there a release valve?

A. If pressure got too high, the heater would burst obviously
making a very big mess while at the same time destroying the
heater.

APPLICATION

1. Pick a size (40, 50, or 60 gallon capacity)
Pick a temperature setting (100, 120, 140 degrees F)
Calculate how long it will take to heat the water

2. I'm sure we've all been accused of "using up all of the hot
water" some morning and thus leaving a sibling or parent the choice
of a

cold shower or no shower.

Actually, they also have another choice and that is to wait
for the heater to warm enough hot water for them to have an
enjoyable shower.

How long is the average shower length in your house hold?
How hot do you like the water? Tomorrow get a glass of shower
water and measure the temperature.
Based on the temp of your shower and the setting of your
heater (how hot), calculate how much hot water you actually used

given that the cold water is probably around 55 degrees F.
At this rate, how many people can have a hot shower at your
house?

Ecology Section
Q. How can you help every one get a hot shower?
A. Longer recycle time between showers, higher temp setting,
or the "environmental" choice of a

shorter shower.

Calculate how much less hot water you could use if you could
get done 2 minutes faster.
Financially, how much does it cost to heat enough water for
your shower?
Ignore pumping it from a well, reheating it if it
cools,

...

How much $ ( electricity is $ .07/kilowatt-hour) could be saved
if you reduced your showers by 2 minutes?
Each year (x 365)?

Realize that this is saving natural resources that now are not
needed to heat all
gallons is that?

of

those

gallons

of

water.

Just

how many

What if you were to reduce the pressure of the shower: to use
less water per unit time but still keep the same temp.
Just use
less cold and

less

hot.

Calculate the number of gallons you could save each year by

having a pressure of x instead of y.
What if you were to reduce the temp of the shower by five
degrees? Just use less hot water.

Calculate this savings of $ and water over a year's time.

PRESSURE

COOKERS

DEMO

Heat two pans of water with the same initial temperature.

has a lid on, the other doesn't.

One

Compare the final temperatures of

the contents after 5, 10, 15 minutes.

What do you observe?

DISCUSSION

An increase in the pressure will increase the temperature provided
that volume remains constant.

PV = T (For the steam, not the liquid)
Some water converts to steam but it is still

in the container.

Water boils at 100 degrees C because the atmospheric pressure
cannot hold the molecules to the surface anymore.
A pressure
cooker will increase that pressure inside of the container so that
the molecules cannot escape as easily and thus remove that heat
from the fluid as steam does.

From the combined gas law (PV/T) with VI = V2,

Pl/Tl = P2/T2

Is this a direct or indirect relationship? Direct
Compare this situation to that if P = constant (lid off)
Volume increases (those molecules still exist, they have gone
beyond the confinement of the original container).
It will take
longer and more energy to achieve the same temperature.
Can you actually achieve the same temp? NO!

So what is a value of a pressure cooker?
Increased temp.

Applications of pressure cookers:
1. Results in better sterilization - the higher temp kills more
germs.

2. Canning : need to kill all bacteria.
3. How is a good seal formed in home canning?
By heating the containers.
As they cool, the contents
contract (less volume) and the atmospheric pressure pushes the tops
down tight.
4. Why do you hear a "pop" when you open a jar?

Why is there a release valve at the top of cookers?
So they don't blow up from too high of pressure.
5. Look at the reverse; cooking at high altitudes.
to cook because the water boils at a lower temp.

It takes longer

BALLOONS

OUTLINE

Intro:

Balloons - different types and uses.
ie Helium, mylar, hot air, clown (animals), ...
for entertainment, gifts, transportation, weather
pattern study (Back to the Future)

Discuss the composition of the earth's atmosphere:
80%

20% 02,

N2.

Characteristics - compare/contrast a helium latex balloon
with a C02 filled one (can't blow up by mouth, % too low our
exhaust is still 80% nitrogen).
Where can we get C02 from? Shake a bottle of pop.
1.

fill container

2. rise/don't rise
3. "light" or "heavy" How does this compare to liquids
and solids?

DEMO #1

What is necessary to make a balloon rise in the air?
Fill an ordinary latex balloon in each of the following
cases to
see if students can conject answers to the
question. Make a chart.
Substance

Rise

Not rise

Sink

He big (enough to rise; overcome mg force of balloon)
He small (mg >> buoyant force)
C02

N2

C12
02

propane
methane
others...

Have

students

look

for

common

characteristics

within

each

column.
If needed, direct their attention to the density of the
gas in the balloon with that of air.
If d-gas < d-air then it should float, however, one must also
account for the effect of gravity on the container.
Problem:
Can you calculate what volume you must fill it to in
order for it to rise? Hint- Weigh the balloon.
What makes hot air balloons rise?
They are just full of
normal air, right? (Disclose misconceptions that may exist such as

being filled with Helium or other.)
DEMO #2

What are the effects of temperature change on a balloon and
its contents?

A) Heat air under a small paper bag with a bunsen burner.
Why does the bag eventually rise?
Because the molecules
become excited with the increased temperature and begin colliding
more rapidly.
The density of the gas inside of the bag decreases
enough so that the Buoyant force yields an upwards acceleration,
and eventually
the bag has a large enough upward force that it
rises.

*Do not be misleading; molecules do not expand, they just become
farther away from each other.

How does this apply to a hot air balloon?

B) Likewise, cool a He filled mylar balloon either by
it outside (if it is cold) or by cooling with something like
nitrogen. Have students respond to the change: shrinks and
Why?
The volume decreases because there is less pressure
walls

of

Therefore,

the

container

as

less collisions.

the

molecules

Conclusion:

become

as

V

less

and P

taking
liquid
sinks.
on the

excited.

decrease,

balloon sinks.

Why is this so? The molecules are not as far apart from each
other because the cooling has caused less collisions to occur
therefore, the density of the gas (increases or decreases)?

How does this

d compare to that of air now?

(Less margin of

difference.)

What if one were to stop heating the air in a hot air balloon?
Why will it sink?
Buoyancy-

What causes an object to rise? How does Newton's first law of
motion apply? (A force is needed to cause an object to move or
accelerate.)

This is called the buoyancy force.
We will define it in a minute, but first watch this:
DEMO #3

Hold an air filled balloon (preferably one that did not rise
in air) under the surface of a tank of water.
What will happen to the balloon when I let go?

Why?
(Give them time to think and try to explain.)
Let go, big
surprise, up "pops" the balloon.
Why did this one come up when it would not rise in the air?

Why did it come up so fast?
What causes this force?

BIG acceleration => big force.

(Draw a free-body-diagram.)

This force is equal to the weight of the fluid that it
displaced. So what is the force equal to? The weight of the water
that could be contained in the volume of the balloon.

V of balloon x density of water = weight or force.
Does anyone know to whom this is credited?
Archemedie's Principle
Why didn't this one rise in the air after all, it sure did
rise fast in the tank? What is the weight of the air displaced?
How does that compare to the downward forces?

Weight of H20 »

(F.B.D.)

gravity's downward force on the balloon but

not of air.

What if we change the pressure of a balloon.

What effect will

this have on it?
In other words, can we exert a pressure on
floaters so that they sink? or cause sinkers to float?
Brainstorm
with
class
to
conject
a
general
"yes,
theoretically."
Have students calculate what these pressures
would have to be for various substances - DEMO #1 for example.

1)

One

would

need

to

get

He

to

approx.

7.2

ATM.

Not

really

feasible in the real world.

2)To see about floating, what container could you use?
DEMO #4

Evacuate the air out of a ditto fluid container or one

gallon tin can (like paint thinner). Most have probably seen this
but it is important to show that the atmospheric pressure will
crush the can. How can we get a container that is very light yet
able to keep its shape and volume under these conditions?
Both of these ideas are good in theory but not really able to work
in the real world.
(This is a good time to discuss how the real
world has limitations and that some experiments cannot work even if
the logic is correct. It's value is that we think about ideas even
if we cannot try them. )
Compare the above 1 and 2 with how
submarines submerge or emerge:
buy taking on water in the outer

hull or pumping it out.

The ideas are in practice for fluids, just

not for gases.
We have looked at forces a lot in this lesson.

attention

on

downward

forces.

What

keeps

the

Lets focus our

atmosphere

from

dispersing into all of space, after all, if space is a vacuum then
wouldn't our air seek this less dense environment?....

What do molecules have? Mass and therefore gravity exerts a

force on each and every molecule of our world. The gases obviously
stop at some height above the earth's surface. Can you find this
height?(YES)
Is it the same for each specific gas? (NO).
Let's
try to construct a diagram showing the different layers of gases

and their height above sea level.
18,000 feet the pressure is 1/2 ATM.
decrease

is not linear.

Note that at approximately
However,

the graph of the

*For further study

Observe a hot air balloon launch.
Analyze it from a physics
perspective first hand.
A video could suffice if not able to see

one live.

Have students break into groups of 2 or 3 to estimate

the volume of the balloon, the weight of the basket and burners,

weight of passengers, temperature of the heated air (may need
specific heat of fuel, air,...), efficiency of the fuel, and
anything else.
The could all work together to collaborate their specific data
to make a bulletin board for the school hallway promoting "Physics
in the Real World," and/or a science fair project. The potential
is virtually limitless to how in-depth one could study this.

Although the lesson on balloons was not tested in its

entirety because of scheduling, some of its components were
incorporated into the activities.
Instead of taking the STS approach as the lesson has
modeled, a series of demonstrations were performed one day,

referred to during the next few days of in class discussion on
buoyancy and Archemedie's Principle.

Hot air balloons were used

as a follow up application.

The demonstrations included using liquid nitrogen to cool a
helium balloon so that its molecules condensed and the balloon

sank in normal air at room temperature.
rose as it warmed.

It quickly expanded and

Latex balloons were also filled with dry ice

(solid carbon dioxide) which vaporized and filled the balloons.

These demos showed the effects of cooling and vaporization on the

volume and density of gasses, as the lesson had intended.
In discussion on hot air balloons some students insisted

that they were filled with helium.

Dr. Oppliger, thesis advisor,

had forewarned of this misconception.

was correct.

Experience proved that he

Allowing other classmates to explain the meaning of

the name of our application object clarified this to others.
It is the assessment of this author that these demos

enhanced learning by providing real-life examples and experiences
which helped motivate the understanding of the concepts as well

as better prepare students to discuss them in real situations
like "How does a hot air balloon work?"

Not only did this method

aid in the physics classes, but also in the physical science one
as well.
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Appendix B

The unit on eye glasses was

research period.
classes.

to

piloted the

last week of the

The subjects tested were members of three physics

The first two groups of students were taught from concept

application whereas the third was

application first.

presented the information

The pupils were then all given the identical

test, as provided in the above paper, the following day.

The

results

scored an

other

showed that

average of

two

groups.

The

results

1 point higher,

Class

possible compared to
on

subjects

average

in

the

third test group

or four percent,

was

20.89

out

of

then the

25

points

20.87 and 20.70 respectively.
the

front

page

of

practically identical for all three groups.

the

testing

tool

were

This page consisted of

only identifying basic principles or Maslov's level one and two
questions.

The second page had the application to known and new

situations and is were the groups differed on outcomes.

These

answers also seemed to have greater depth and thought in them.
Yager's research predicted these results.

Ironically however,

the lowest score, 14/25, was given to a

subject in the last group.

These results may sound convincing but there are a number of
variables which could not be controlled.

First, the third class

had been given twice as much time getting used to this teaching
style.
or

two

Secondly, the third group already had a class average one
percentage

points

above

the

other

two

all

semester.

Thirdly,

the

instructor

may

have

been

better

prepared

and

knowledgeable because this was his third time teaching the material
that day.

Before one could make any strong conclusions this lesson as
well

as

number

others would have to be tested more times on a greater

of

subjects.

In

spite

of

this,

the

pilot

program did

confirm Yager's claims on teaching from application to concept.

Statistical Scores on the Eye Glasses Lesson

C = concept

A = application

Group 1:
25

X

24

X

23

XXXXX

22

X

C to A

Group 3: A to C

Group 2: C to A

X

XX
XXXX

XX

21

XXXX

XXXX

XX

XX

20

X

XX

X

19

XXX

XX

X

18

X

XX

X

17
16

XX

15

14

Those who scored 80%

Group 1:

9/15

or above:

Class

Averages:

20.87/25.00

Group 2: 10/14

20.70/25.00

Group 3:

21.89/25.00 (w/o the 14)
21.50/25.00 (w/ the 14)

14/17

